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ABSTRACT
The slowness of legal proceedings in the common law legal system is a widely known fact. Any
tool which could help reduce the time taken for the resolution of a case is invaluable. Common
legal systems place a great importance on precedents and retrieving the correct set of
precedents is considerably time consuming. Hence, for any case whose proceedings are in
progress, if there are suitable prior cases, then the court has to follow the same interpretations
that were passed in the prior cases. This is to ensure that similar situations receive similar
treatment, thus maintaining uniformity amongst the legal proceedings across all courts at all
times. Hence, precedent cases are treated as important as any other written law (a statute) in
this legal system. In this paper, we propose two new approaches to solve this information
retrieval problem wherein the system accepts the current case document as the query and
returns the relevant precedent cases as the result. The first approach is to calculate the
document similarity using Wordnet, which is a lexical database that could be leveraged to
quantify the semantic relatedness between two documents, using a semantic network. The
second approach is the use of a Siamese Manhattan Long Short Term Memory network, which
is a supervised model trained to understand the underlying similarity between two documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In India, the average time required for the legal proceedings associated with any case to be
resolved is around 2 years [1]. According to data from a 2000 survey, there were 3.1 million cases
pending in High Courts and 20 million in subordinate courts at the time of the survey [1]. As of
2019, the pendency is at its highest with 33 million cases pending across all Indian courts (28.4
million pending cases in the subordinate courts, 4.3 million pending cases in the High Courts and
57,987 pending cases in the Supreme court). 60% of all the pending cases are more than 2 years
old and 40% are more than 5 years old [2]. In one extreme example of judicial slowness, a case
had taken an excruciating time of 47 years to be resolved [1]. Hence, any tool which could reduce
the time taken for the disposal of a case is invaluable.
Precedent case retrieval is one particular task that consumes a significant amount of time.
Precedent or prior cases associated with a current case refer to cases that the court has come
across in the past and are similar in nature to the current case [3]. The Common Law System [4],
which is one of the most followed legal systems in the world bestows significant importance to
precedent cases. The Common Law System’s stare decisis principle states that similar facts or
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similar situations need to be treated similarly [5]. Hence, for any case whose proceedings are in
progress, if there are suitable precedent cases, then the court has to follow the same
interpretations that were passed in the prior cases [3]. This is to ensure that similar situations
receive similar treatment, thus maintaining uniformity amongst the legal proceedings across all
courts at all times. Hence, precedent cases are given the same weight and treated as important as
any other written law (a statute) in this legal system [5].
Due to the criticality associated with the precedent cases, it is highly essential for legal
professionals to have access to the relevant precedent cases during the legal proceedings of any
case. Typically, lawyers examine the judgments passed in the precedent cases relevant to the case
they are dealing with in order to prepare for the arguments in advance [6]. On the other hand, the
judges also refer to the precedent cases so as to align their judgments with those in the precedent
cases. The judges are obliged to do this as they need to ensure that similar cases are dealt with in
a similar and consistent manner.
Thus, in order to find the relevant precedent cases, the judges and lawyers need to search for them
from a very extensive database of prior cases. In addition to the sheer number of prior cases to be
scanned through, the huge size of each of these prior case documents makes it harder to find
relevant prior cases manually [7]. Due to this reason, building efficient precedent case document
retrieval mechanisms in the legal domain is a research issue [8]. Measuring the similarity between
two court case documents is a challenge of its own due to the complex structure and lengthy
nature of legal documents [5].
In this paper, we propose two new approaches to solve this information retrieval problem wherein
the system accepts the current case document as the query and returns the relevant precedent
cases. The first approach is to calculate the document similarity using Wordnet, which is a lexical
database that could be used to quantify the semantic relatedness between the documents using a
semantic network. The second approach is to train a Siamese Manhattan Long Short-Term
Memory (MaLSTM), which is a supervised model to understand the underlying semantic
similarity between two documents. This model can then be used to compute the semantic
similarity between two legal court case documents.

2. DATASET
For this task, we have used the dataset made available by the Forum for Information Retrieval
and Evaluation for their IRLeD track [3]. This dataset primarily consists of a set of 200 current
court case documents, each of whose precedent cases are to be retrieved from a pool of 2000
precedent case candidate documents.
These court case documents capture the entire legal proceedings of a case in court. In addition to
text-based information, these documents contain links to the precedent cases known as citations,
similar to references in research articles [3]. However, for the purpose of this retrieval evaluation,
all citations in the set of current case documents are masked with the [?CITATION?] marker. Out
of the 2000 precedent case candidate documents, only 1000 of them are cited in the current case
documents, whereas the remaining 1000 documents are not cited in any of the current case
documents.
We use the given labeled dataset to form our training data. The dataset is conformed to the format
of Xleft, Xright, Y, where Xleft = current case document, Xright = precedent case document, Y = 1 or 0
(1 if Y is actually a precedent of X, 0 otherwise). From the given dataset, we are able to create all
the positive data points. We pick up to 4 random precedents from the pool for each current case
documents. This forms the set of our negative data points. Thereafter, we split the data into
training and validation sets with a ratio of 80 to 20.
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY
There has been a significant amount of research effort that has gone into precedent case retrieval
using text-based methods. The most common approach has been to formulate a query out of the
current case document and to use this query to compute its similarity with each of the possible
precedent case document candidates. The most similar precedent case candidate documents are
predicted as the most relevant precedent cases for the corresponding current case document.
With respect to query formulation, there are a handful of works that have leveraged the part of
speech (POS) tagging associated with each of the words [9][10]. Queries have been formulated
consisting only of nouns or a combination of nouns and verbs [9]. Other approaches include
considering only the legal terms as part of the query [6]. Summarizing the entire document and
using this summary as a query [5] has been attempted but one drawback with such an approach is
that the quality of the summary could adversely affect the accuracy of the precedent document
retrieval system. Other interesting approaches to query formulation include the comparison of
paragraphs, the statutes mentioned in the documents [11], the reason for citation i.e. the text
surrounding a citation [5][12] and topic modeling using techniques such as LDA [11].
Post query formulation, the queries, and the precedent case candidate documents are converted to
vectors before comparing them. The TF-IDF [13] vectorizer has been used in a lot of works
[5][6][9] for this purpose. Of late, embeddings such as Word2Vec [14] and Doc2Vec [15] have
gained prominence and there are several works leveraging the same [5][16][9][11]. The similarity
between the two vectors has been computed using cosine similarity in most works [5][6][16][9].
Apart from these techniques, the Okapi BM25 ranking has also performed well in retrieving
relevant documents [12].
While all the above-mentioned works are text-based approaches, there has been some progress on
network-based similarity measures. In this approach, the citation network of legal documents is
formed by a directed graph containing the different documents as the nodes and each directed
edge signifying the cited document and the document containing the citation. Network-based
similarity measures such as the bibliographic coupling and co-citation were proposed which take
into consideration the number of out-citations and in-citations respectively between two
documents [6]. Despite the network-based approaches having performed well, they cannot be
readily used. This is because these legal documents form a very sparse citation graph whereas
these methods require a well-connected citation graph to achieve a good performance [5].
The traditional TF-IDF based models have performed well in the past but are limited to
understanding the context by the inherent term specificity. The ability to understand the semantic
expressiveness of natural language took a huge leap forward with the invention of Word2Vec and
Doc2Vec. In this paper, we propose two approaches to take a step in the same direction to
retrieve relevant precedent cases based on semantic similarity. In our first approach, we propose
precedent case retrieval leveraging Wordnet, which is capable of quantifying the semantic
relatedness between words using a semantic network. In our second approach, we propose
precedent case retrieval using a Siamese Manhattan LSTM network, which is a supervised model
trained to understand the underlying semantic similarity between two texts. The Siamese
Manhattan LSTM has performed exceptionally well in assessing the semantic similarity between
two sentences and we aim to extend the model to assess the semantic similarity between two legal
case documents.
Amongst all the approaches that have been published using the same dataset as that as we are
using, Locke et al. [12] produced the best results with a mean average precision of 0.3902. We
consider this as the baseline against which we compare our present work.
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4. BACKGROUND
4.1. Wordnet
Wordnet [17] is a large lexical database comprising English words. The different parts of speech
such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are clustered into cognitive synonyms, also known
as synsets. Each of these synsets represents a distinct concept. Additionally, these synsets are
interconnected by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations [17].

4.2. Siamese Manhattan LSTM
The Long Short-Term Memory model (LSTM) [18] was essentially built upon the Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) to overcome the primary limitation of the RNN to work with long
sequences due to vanishing gradients. LSTMs have the ability to retain useful information while
dropping unnecessary information. Hence, LSTMs and its variants such as the Gated Recurrent
Units (GRU) [19] are capable of encoding the meaning of sentences into fixed-length vector
representations. Hence, LSTMs could be leveraged as supervised learning models that take the
sentence pairs and the underlying similarity between the sentence pairs as input and produce a
mapping from a general space of variable length text sequences into an interpretable
representation with a fixed dimensionality vector space.
The Siamese LSTM model comprises two LSTM networks, each of which processes one of the
sentences in an input pair and the weights of these two LSTMs are tied or shared. Each LSTM
takes as input a vector representation of the sentence and outputs a fixed dimensional hidden state
representation encoding the semantic meaning of the sentence. These hidden states of the two
LSTMs are compared against each other using the Manhattan distance to output a similarity
score. Hence, the name Siamese Manhattan LSTM (MaLSTM) [20].

5. METHODOLOGY
5.1. Wordnet for Precedent Case Retrieval
In this approach, we aim to leverage Wordnet as a knowledge-based measure that could quantify
the semantic relatedness between words using a semantic network.
5.1.1.

Query Formulation

In general, each legal case document contains multiple citations to precedent cases. These
precedent cases could be cited while discussing different legal issues or in different contexts.
Hence, using the entire current case document as the query would lead to generalization and a
loss of context with respect to the citations. Such a query would return precedent cases whose
overall theme is similar to that of the current case but would not be very effective at retrieving
precedent case documents relevant to each of the citations. A better approach would be to
formulate individual queries for each of the citations and retrieve the relevant precedent cases
using this set of queries.
Additionally, most legal documents discuss several legal issues based on the nature of the court
case being described. However, each paragraph in the document usually discusses only one
specific legal issue [5]. We leverage this statement in order to capture the Reason for Citation [5].
For each of the citations, the paragraph containing the citation forms the query, thus effectively
capturing the context around each citation.
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Figure 1. Steps involved in Query Formulation

Each citation in the current case documents is masked by the citation marker ‘[?CITATION?]’.
Thus, each paragraph in the document containing this citation marker forms a query. Prior to the
similarity comparison with the precedent cases, all stop words are removed from these queries
post tokenization as shown in Figure 1. Additionally, we have also lemmatized the words in the
queries using the Wordnet lemmatizer. We have used the Wordnet lemmatizer as it performed
better than Porter stemmer [21] and Lancaster stemmer [22] on our dataset. Tokenization, stop
word removal and Wordnet lemmatization have been performed on all the precedent case
candidate documents as well.
5.1.2.

Similarity Measurement using Wordnet

Post preprocessing, each of the formulated queries and each of the precedent case candidate
documents was stored in the form of a list of tokens. Using Wordnet, each of these tokens was
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converted into a synset, ie a cluster of cognitive synonyms based on the original word itself and
its form of usage (i.e Part of Speech) in the original sentence. Post this step, we had each of the
queries and each of the precedent case document candidates represented by individual lists of
synsets.
The similarity between a query and a precedent case document was computed by measuring the
similarity between the corresponding lists of synsets. For each synset in the query, we found the
synset in the precedent case document with the largest similarity value. The sum of all the largest
similarity values across all the synsets in the query list was normalized by dividing this sum by
the total number of largest similarity values found. This score represents the similarity between
the query and the precedent document.
The similarity between the two synsets was evaluated leveraging Wordnet’s inbuilt similarity
evaluation methods. The thesaurus based similarity measures included the Path distance similarity
measure, Leacock Chodorow similarity measure [23] and the Wu-Palmer similarity measure [24]
whereas the thesaurus and corpus-based similarity metrics, known as Information Content metrics
included the Resnik similarity [25], Jiang-Conrath similarity [26], and Lin similarity measures
[27].
Amongst the thesaurus based similarity measures, we observed the best results using the Leacock
Chodorow similarity measure, which returns a score denoting how similar the two word senses
are. This is computed based on the shortest path connecting the senses and the maximum depth of
the taxonomy in which the senses occur. The similarity is formulated as
-log(p/2d)
where p is the shortest path length and d is the taxonomy depth.
Amongst the thesaurus and corpus based similarity measures, we observed the best performance
using the Jiang Conrath similarity measure, which also returns a score denoting how similar the
two word senses are. This is computed based on the Information Content (IC) of the Least
Common Subsumer (most specific ancestor node) and that of the two input Synsets. The more
abstract a concept, the lower its information content. The information content of a concept c is
quantified as negative the log likelihood i.e.
IC = -log p(c)
Information Content provides for a quantitative characterization of the information, which
provides a way to measure semantic similarity. The similarity is calculated using the equation:
1 / (IC(s1) + IC(s2) - 2 * IC(lcs))
where IC is the Information Content, s1 and s2 are the two synsets and lcs is the least common
subsumer.
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Ranking Precedent Documents in Order of Relevance

Figure 2. The flow diagram of Precedent case retrieval system using Wordnet

Using the above-mentioned technique, the similarity measure between each of the queries and the
precedent case documents was computed. Since each current case document contained a number
of citations, there were multiple queries generated from a single current case as shown in Figure
2. The cumulative list of precedent cases relevant to a current case was generated by choosing the
maximum similarity score for each precedent case across all the queries. For each current case the
2000 precedent cases were sorted in descending order of their similarity score producing a ranked
list of precedent cases retrieved.
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5.2. Siamese Manhattan LSTM for Precedent Case Retrieval
For Information Retrieval purposes, it is suggested to have the weights of the two LSTMs untied
as the query text may differ stylistically from the document it is being compared against. But in
our approach, we have consciously implemented the Siamese architecture wherein the weights of
the two LSTMs are tied or shared as we are comparing two legal case documents against each
other to evaluate their semantic similarity.

Figure 3. Architecture of Siamese networks using LSTM with Manhattan Distance

We had implemented our MaLSTM using Keras. The current case and precedent case candidate
documents were preprocessed before passing them on to the LSTM layer. Tokenization, removal
of stop words and lemmatization using the Wordnet Lemmatizer were performed on each of the
documents before converting them to a format that the LSTM accepts. From the given dataset, we
had a list of 200 current cases and a pool of 2000 precedent cases. Each of the 200 current cases
had been labelled with the list of precedents. In order to prepare the input vectors, we started with
an empty map. Then for each pair of the current case and its precedent, an entry was added into
the map such that the size of the resulting map was 200 × sum of the precedents for each of the
current cases. This formed our positive datasets. Thereafter, for each of the 200 current cases, we
selected up to 4 prior cases which were not the precedent of that case. These formed our negative
data points. Each of the current and prior case pairs were converted into their corresponding word
embeddings.
The inputs to the LSTM network were fixed-length zero-padded sequences of word indices, with
each non-zero index uniquely identifying each word. This vector is then fed into the embedding
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layer which fetches the embedding corresponding to each word and encapsulates all of them into
a matrix. We have used Word2Vec [14] to retrieve the embeddings for each word.
The two embedded matrices, one representing the precedent case document and the other
representing the precedent candidate case document are then fed into the LSTM networks as
shown in Figure 3. The LSTM outputs a fixed dimensional hidden state vector which represents
the semantic meaning of the input text. The similarity between the two hidden state vectors that
hold the semantic meaning of the current case and the precedent case candidate is then computed
using the Manhattan similarity function :
exp(-|| h

(left)

wherein h

-h

(left)

(right)

|| )
1

and h

(right)

refer to the hidden state vectors output by the two LSTMs.

Since the exponent of a negative is being calculated, the output is always a floating-point integer
between 0 and 1, representing the similarity score between the two documents. Additionally, we
have used the Adam [28] optimizer to boost accuracy by finding better local minima.

5.2.1. Parameters and Hyperparameters
For our LSTM model, we trained the model with different parameters. We experimented with
output dimensionality between a range of 50 – 100. Optimization of the parameters is done using
Adam algorithm which is a stochastic gradient descent method that is based on adaptive
estimation of first-order and second-order moments. We used this algorithm since the method has
a little memory footprint and is computationally efficient [28]. We did not use any specific
scheme in order to initialize our weights but used random weight initialization for our model.
The three important hyperparameters used in our model are – embedding dimensions for word
embeddings, maximum length for the sequences with padding, and dimensionality of the output
space. The results with different values of these hyperparameters are documented in section 7 of
our paper.

6. EVALUATION
We have evaluated all our models using the popular Information Retrieval metrics that have been
used by most other works [3] as well. These metrics are:

1. Precision@10 [29]
a. Precisio n@10 is the proportion of recommended items in the top 10 that are
relevant
Precision@10 = (no. of recommended items in top 10 predictions that are
relevant) / 10

2. Recall@100 [29]
a. Recall@100 is the proportion of relevant items present in the top 100
recommended items
Recall@100 = ( no. of recommended items in top 100 predictions that are
relevant ) / ( total no. of relevant items )

3. Mean Average Precision [30]
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a. Average precision is a measure that amalgamates precision and recall for ranked
retrieval systems. For each retrieved list, average precision is the mean of the
precisions computed after each relevant item that has been retrieved [29]. When
such ranked lists are to be generated for multiple entities, the mean of their
average precisions forms the Mean average precision score, which is a single
score representing the retrieval efficiency across all the entities.

4. Mean Reciprocal Rank [31]
a. The Reciprocal Rank measure computes the reciprocal of the rank at which the
first relevant document was retrieved [30]. When such ranked lists are to be
generated for multiple entities, the mean of their reciprocal ranks forms the Mean
reciprocal rank score, which is a single score representing the retrieval efficiency
across
all
the
entities.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1. Effectiveness of Wordnet based precedent case retrieval system

MAP

MRR

Precision@10

Recall@100

Wordnet with Leacock Chodorow similarity
measure

0.419

0.836

0.233

0.793

Wordnet with Jiang-Conrath similarity
measure

0.477

0.801

0.26

0.789

flt_ielab_idf [12]

0.390

0.719

0.236

0.781

Our Wordnet based precedent retrieval system leveraging the Jiang-Conrath similarity measure to
evaluate the similarity between two synsets outperformed that using the Leacock Chodorow
similarity measure in terms of precision i.e. for both the mean average precision and the
precision@10 metrics as depicted in Table1. On the other hand, the variant using the Leacock
Chodorow similarity measure performed better than the variant using the Jiang-Conrath similarity
measure in terms of the mean reciprocal rank and recall i.e. the recall@100 metric. We state this
explicitly as the overall recall is also an important metric as a lawyer might prefer to go through a
large number of precedent case candidates than just of few of them due to the fear of missing out
on some important potential citations [3].
Both the variants performed significantly better after lemmatizing the queries and the precedent
case candidate documents before comparing them. Additionally, the concept of using the
paragraph containing the citation markers as the queries boosted the efficiency of our system as
against comparing the current and precedent case documents in their entirety.
Our variant using the Jiang-Conrath similarity measure outperformed the flt_ielab_idf baseline
we had considered [12] in terms of all metrics whereas the variant using Leacock Chodorow
similarity measure outperformed the flt_ielab_idf baseline [12] in all metrics except the
precision@10.
In our second approach, where we have used the Siamese Manhattan LSTM, we have
experimented with different variations by varying the values associated with the different
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hyperparameters while training our LSTM model. However, the conceivable difference was
minute. The different hyperparameters are:




Dim:
Maxlen:
units :

embedding dimension for Word2Vec
max length for all the sequences when padding the training set
dimensionality of the output space

Table 2. Effectiveness of MaLSTM based precedent case retrieval system

MAP

MRR

Precision@10

Recall@100

Variation 1

0.111

0.445

0.108

0.322

Variation 2

0.082

0.046

0.333

0.267

Variation 3

0.121

0.567

0.112

0.206

Variation 4

0.135

0.617

0.126

0.320

Variation 5

0.103

0.442

0.1

0.28

Variation 1 : dim = 300, maxlen = 60, units = 50
Variation 2 : dim = 300, maxlen = 60, units = 100
Variation 3 : dim = 2000, maxlen = 60, units = 100
Variation 4 : dim = 1000, maxlen = 100, units = 100
Variation 5 : dim = 300, maxlen = None, units = 500
The best result we could achieve with LSTM was a mean-average-precision of approximately
0.135. The poor performance of the models can be attributed to the unavailability of a large
enough dataset to effectively train our model. The Siamese Manhattan LSTM had performed very
well on sentence similarity applications where the model had been trained on several thousands of
sentences [20]. Given that our dataset consisted of only 200 current case documents, we trained
our model on 80% of the cases, i.e. on 160 current cases and used the remaining 40 cases as part
of our test set. We believe that it has performed reasonably well with such a small training
dataset.

8. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The Siamese Manhattan LSTM based precedent case retrieval system relies heavily on the size of
the training dataset. Though the Siamese Manhattan LSTM based precedent case retrieval system
has not performed as well for some of the other approaches discussed earlier, we do find the
results encouraging enough to revisit this approach and re-evaluate it in the future once we have
access to a much larger dataset. We have used Word2Vec [14] and Doc2Vec [15] for converting
the documents to their respective word embeddings. We would also experiment with the fastText
[32], which is a library for the learning of word embeddings created by Facebook’s AI research
lab. For the purpose of creating the word embeddings, we used our dataset as the corpora for
training Word2Vec. We would like to experiment with embedding models trained specifically on
huge legal data sets such as Law2Vec [33] and the Word2Vec and Doc2Vec legal models
provided by LexNLP[34].
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9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed two new approaches to solve the information retrieval problem of
precedent case retrieval. Our approach leveraging Wordnet as a knowledge-based measure to
quantify the semantic relatedness between words using a semantic network achieved a good mean
average precision and a high recall rate. This approach has outperformed all the existing
precedent case retrieval methods evaluated on the same dataset as that as we have used. Our
second approach involving a Siamese Manhattan LSTM performed poorly as it was trained on a
minuscule set of data points. However, the results were promising enough to see the potential for
it to perform efficiently when trained on a large enough dataset.
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